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Chapterr 4
Eventt Reconstruction
4 . 1 .. Introduction
Thee charged current cross section measurements described in this thesis are expressedd in the kinematic variables of DIS interactions. Therefore it is necessary
thatt the kinematic variables are accurately reconstructed from the information
providedd by the ZEUS detector. In this chapter the reconstruction method for
thee kinematic variables, the hadronic energy flow and the event vertex will be
discussed. .

4.2.. Kinematics Reconstruction
Thee kinematic variables describing a DIS interaction in terms of the fourmomentaa of the partons participating in the hard scattering process have been
describedd in Sect. 1.2. A DIS event can be described with two kinematic variables.. Common choices are any pair of x, y or Q2, which are related through 1
QQ22 = sxy,

(4.1)

wheree s is the square of the centre-of-mass energy of the ep system, s = 4EeEp,
withh Ee the electron beam energy and Ep the proton beam energy.
Twoo independent variables which are traditionally used to reconstruct the
kinematicss of DIS events are the measured energy, Efe, and polar angle, 6e, of
thee scattered electron (see Fig. 4.1). The kinematics are then determined by
(usingg (1.2) and (1.8))
yee = l - | | ( l - c o s 0 e ) ,

QlQl = ^ ^ ,

(4.2)

(4-3)

ll — ye
11

Neglecting the mass of the electron and proton.
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FigureFigure 4-1- Schematic illustration of a DIS interaction showing the quantitie
usedused in the reconstruction of the event kinematics, E'e, 6e, Fh and j h . In this
illustrationillustration an electron with energy Ee comes from the left and a quark i
thethe proton with energy Eq comes from the right.

wheree Ee is the energy of the incoming electron. xe can be obtained from (4.1).
Withinn the ZEUS collaboration this method is known as the 'Electron-Method'.
Sincee the ZEUS detector is an almost fully hermetic detector, also the informationn from the final hadronic system can be used to reconstruct the kinematic
variables,, where the hadronic final state consists of all particles produced in
thee ep interaction except the scattered electron. Then, the independent variabless which can be used to reconstruct the event kinematics are the transverse
momentumm of the hadronic final state, Pxh, defined as

\\ (Z^J + ( E P ^ J = \JPh + W*(4.4) )

PTMPTM =

and d

*hh = Yé (Ei -

Pz

^ =

E

p
^-Z,h-Z,h-

(4.5) )

Thee index i runs over all calorimeter cells with energy deposits from particles
inn the hadronic final state. Eh is the sum of all hadronic energy deposits in
thee event, and Px,h, Py,h, Pz,h are the sums of the projections of the hadronic
energyy deposits in the X, Y and Z directions. The variables PT:h and Sh give
informationn about the direction and energy of the hadronic system and can be
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rewrittenn to
PP

cos7h==

Th~Th~66h h

p2'

, c2»

(4-6)

2dh h
Inn the naive quark-parton model the angle 7h and the energy F^ represent the
anglee and energy of the scattered quark (see Fig. 4.1).
Sincee no information about the scattered lepton is available in CC DIS interactionss - it leaves the detector as an undetected neutrino - the kinematic
variabless have to be reconstructed using the information of the hadronic final
statee only. In analogy with the Electron-Method, and considering the hadronic
finalfinal state as a single system, of which the internal structure is not important,
thee kinematic variables can be determined by (or in terms of Pr,h and <5h)

2/JBB = 2]=r(l ii - 2/JB

cos

7h) = 2J-,

(4-8)

i - yjB

Thee XJB of the event can be obtained from (4.1). This reconstruction method
iss known as the 'Jacquet-Blondel Method' [59].
Thee uncertainty of the kinematic variables is due to measurement errors on
thee detector observables, i.e. Pr,h and <5h- The kinematic variables are related to
thee detector observables via the reconstruction methods. Hence, a measurement
errorr on the detector observables results in a different resolution of the kinematic
variabless for different regions in the (x, Q2) phase space. Figure 4.2 shows
thee isolines for some detector observables in the (x, Q2) phase space. The
isoliness of the observables in the (x, Q2) phase space imply a good intrinsic
resolutionn if they are close together. For these dense isolines, measurement
errorss on the detector observables lead to small uncertainties on x and Q2.
Thee intrinsic resolution is worse for isolines that are far apart because then
aa small measurement error on the detector observables corresponds to a large
volumee in the (x, Q2) phase space. Figure 4.2(a) shows the isolines for P^.hAtt low y the isolines of Pr,h run almost parallel to the x axis. Therefore, by
measuringg Pr,h at low y the value of Q2 is almost fixed and nearly independent
off y, whereas, the measurement contains minimal information on x. In the very
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highh y region of the (x, Q2) phase space the isolines of Pr,h and 6^ run almost
parallell to each other. This implies a large uncertainty on both x and Q2; a
veryy precise measurement of the hadronic energy flow would be necessary to
obtainn a reasonable resolution of x and Q2. Hence, events with y > 0.9 are
excludedd from the final CC DIS event sample.
Thee measurement errors on P^h and 6^ are related to the accuracy by which
thee energy of the hadronic system can be measured. The largest negative effectt on the energy measurement is caused by the dead material in front of the
calorimeter.. The corrections applied to the energy measurements to correct
forr this inactive material will be discussed in Sect. 4.3.3. Other effects affectingg the energy measurements are energy leakage through the calorimeter and,
sincee the detector is only almost fully hermetic, particle losses through the forward/backwardd beampipe. The effect of energy leakage through the calorimeter
iss included in a systematic study described in Sect. 6.5.7. Furthermore, both
Pr,hPr,h and #h are rather insensitive to particle losses through the forward beam
pipe,, since very forward particles generally carry not much PT and their E^
andd Pz,h cancel in 5^. Particle losses through the backward beam pipe are not
ann issue, since the direction of the particles in the hadronic system is mostly
veryy forward; this is due to the large difference in energy between the electron
andd proton beam.
Inn NC DIS events information is available from both the scattered electron
andd the hadronic final state, whereas in CC DIS only information of the hadronic
partt is available. Various methods have been developed to reconstruct the
kinematicc variables by combining information from the scattered electron and
thee hadronic final state, and applying energy and momentum conservation.
Therefore,, these methods are less sensitive for energy losses. Examples of these
methodss are the 'Double Angle Method' [60], the 'E-Method' [61] and the ' P T Method'' [62].

4.3.. Hadronic Energy
Thee detector observables used in the reconstruction of the kinematic variables
aree determined from the energy measurement of the CAL. The energy measured
inn a cell in the CAL is determined from
-Ecelll = £PMT,1 + -EPMT,2,

(4-10)

wheree # P M T , I and £PMT,2 are the signals measured by the two PMTs of the
cell.. The signals from the PMTs also provide a timing signal. The timing
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FigureFigure 1^.2. Isolines in the (x, Q2) phase space of: (a) the transverse hadronic
energy,energy, Pr,h, (b) the Eh — Pz,h, &h> (c) the hadronic angle, jh and (d) the energy
ofof the struck quark F^.

resolutionn of the cell is optimised with the use of the weighted average of the
timingg signals of the PMTs
Z j i p M T , !! +
*ceU U

3<PMT,2

XA-X XA-X

(4.11) )
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wheree £PMT,I a n d £PMT,2 are the times measured by the two PMTs and Oi is
thee PMT timing resolution, parameterised as
aaii(m)(m) = 0A +

(4.12)

wheree J^PMT,* is the energy measured by the i-th PMT of the cell in GeV.
Severall corrections are applied in order to improve the energy measurement.
Theyy will be discussed in the next sections.
4.3.1.. Noise Suppression
Thee reconstruction of the kinematic variables can be affected by noise in the
calorimeter.. Especially at low y, i.e. low 0^, a noisy cell in the rear of the
detectorr can change the measured value of y considerably. Noise in the calorimeterr originates from natural radioactivity of the depleted uranium, used as
thee absorber material in the CAL, malfunctioning of the bases of the PMTs
andd readout electronics.
Thee uranium noise, UNO, forms a constant background in the CAL for which
cann be corrected by subtracting the average value. Effects of fluctuations can
furtherr be reduced by discarding EMC cells with energy deposits less than
60MeV,, and HAC cells with energy deposits less than 110 MeV. For isolatedd cells, i.e. cells with no neighbouring cells with an energy deposit, these
thresholdss were increased to 80 MeV for EMC cells and 140 MeV for HAC cells;
thesee cuts are referred to as "zero suppression cuts". Also "mini-sparks cells"
weree removed. These are cells of which only one of the PMTs produced a small
signal.. The imbalance, imb, is defined as the difference in energy measured by
thee two PMTs
imbb = # P M T , I - £PMT,2(4.13)
Thee ratio imb/Ece\\ for mini-sparks is close to 1 and they were removed by [63]
^—^—

> 0.49£ ceU + 0.03 AND Ecett < 1 GeV.

(4.14)

-C'cell l

Finally,, "hot" cells, cells which fire much more often than expected, were
removed.. These cells were identified by an analysis [64] of samples of random
triggerr events, NTand- Random trigger events or FLT pass-through events are
eventss without an ep interaction in the detector. These samples consist of
aboutt 500 events collected at the beginning of each run. Additional quality
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cutss remove beam-gas and cosmic muon events to ensure t h a t energy deposits
measuredd in the CAL cells originate from other sources than particle showers. A
separatee list of noisy cells was produced by a run-by-run three-steps procedure
forr each part (FCAL, BCAL and RCAL) and section (EMC, H A C l and HAC2)
off the CAL separately. T h e procedure was as follows:
1.. Appearance cut: cells which appear more than 10 times in the sample of
-^randd events and with total appearance greater t h a n the mean appearance
off a cell + 3cr are stored in the noisy cell candidate list and removed for
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thee next step;
2.. Appearance after imbalance cut: cells which appear more than 10 times
inn the sample after the imbalance cut (4.14) has been applied and with
totall appearance greater than the mean appearance of a cell + 3a (after
(4.14))) are stored in the noisy cell candidate list and removed for the next
step; ;
3.. Energy cut: cells with mean energy deposit, {£J)ceii, greater than the mean
energyy of a cell + 3<r are stored in the noisy cell candidate list. The mean
energyy of a cell was defined as: {E)ce\\ = X^ceii/Nrandi where the sum
runss over all events in the sample of A^rand events.
Cellss enter the final hot cell list if they are classified as noisy in more than two
runs.. The information stored in the final noisy cell list is the maximum energy,
^ceiT** the mean energy, {-E'Jceib the error on the mean energy, ercen(i?), and a
tagg indicating a high or low appearance of the cell together with the running
periodd during which the cell was noisy. In order to avoid possible bias due
too the presence of beam-gas events, the cells belonging to the first two rings
aroundd the beam-pipe (both in RCAL and FCAL) are removed from the list.
Inn the event reconstruction, the final noisy cell list is applied as follows:
Cells without imbalance
—— high appearance (more than 50 times): the cell is removed if its
energyy is less than (E)ce\\ + 3crceii(.E);
—— low appearance (less than 50 times): the cell is removed if its energy
iss less than i ? ™ ;
Cells with imbalance
thee PMT with the largest energy deposit is considered noisy. Hence, the
celll energy is corrected by: Ece\\ = Ecen — |imb|.
Figuree 4.3 shows the effect of the noise suppression on the number of cells
withh energy deposits and the imbalance of these cells, measured in empty events.
Emptyy MC events were generated using the full detector simulation without ep
interactions.. Hence, the measured cell energies in the MC originates from the
UNOO simulation. Figure 4.3 shows a good agreement between data and MC
afterr application of the noise suppression.
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FigureFigure 4-4- Schematic drawing of cells clustering into cell islands. The squares
representrepresent the CAL cells; (a) the size of the filled circles is a measure for the
amountamount of energy deposited in a cell. The clusters are formed by connecting
thethe cells to their nearest neighbour with the highest energy; (b) shows the cellislands.islands. The size of the filled circles represents the energy of the deposited energy
byby the particles which entered the CAL.

4.3.2.. Clustering
Thee detector observables could be measured by summing the energy deposits
off all calorimeter cells. A better way is to cluster the cells into several groups,
conee islands, which belong to the shower of the particle entering the CAL.
Inn this way the energy measurement is corrected for the granularity effects of
thee calorimeter. Furthermore, the energy correction for dead material can be
performedd on these cone islands.
Thee CAL cells are clustered into cone islands in two steps [65]. In the first
step,, two dimensional objects, cell islands, are created for each part, FCAL,
BCALL and RCAL, and section, EMC, HAC1 and HAC2, of the CAL, separately.
Thee cell islands are formed using a nearest neighbour connecting algorithm,
connectingg cells to the adjacent cell with the highest energy. Figure 4.4(a)
showss a schematic drawing of the algorithm used to form cell islands of CAL
cells. .
Inn the next step, the cell islands are connected to form three dimensional
objects,, cone islands. The cone islands are formed from the outside of the
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FigureFigure 4-5. Schematic view of the ZEUS detector showing the effect on th
angleangle of the hadronic system, 7^, of energy deposits in the rear part of detector
notnot originating from the hard interaction, backsplash; (a) before the backsplash
correction;correction; (b) after the backsplash correction.

CALL inwards; starting with the connection of HAC2 cell islands with HAC1
celll islands according to a merging probability. This merging probability was
determinedd from a study based on single pion MC simulation, and was parameterisedd as a function of the opening angle between the examined pair of
celll islands. If possible, HAC2 cell islands with a low merging probability are
connectedd directly to EMC cell islands. In the same manner the HAC1 cell
islandss are connected to the EMC cell islands. The position of the obtained
conee islands is determined by the logarithmically weighted centre-of-gravity of
thee shower

4.3.3.. Corrections for the Hadronic Final State
Thee distribution of the measured kinematic variables reconstructed with cone
islands,, in short islands, instead of CAL cells, still shows differences with the
distributionn of the true values from Monte Carlo simulation. The next sections
containn an overview of the corrections applied to the hadronic system to correct
forr the effects of backsplash and dead material which cause these differences.
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Backsplashh Corrections

Inn this analysis, the kinematic variables are reconstructed using the JacquetBlondell method (see Sect. 4.2). Small energy deposits at a large polar angle
havee a large effect on the reconstruction of <5h and thus on the angle of the
hadronicc system, Th? at small J/JB- An overestimate of 7h or Öh is observed
att small y (y < 0.3) in events with a large Q2 [67]. This is caused by energy
depositss far away from the impact point of the particle. These energy deposits
aree caused by two mechanisms:
•• backsplash from the calorimeter. Neutral particles, e.g. photons or neutrons,, with low energy can escape from a large shower in the CAL (albedo
effect)) and traverse the detector;
•• scattering or showering in the material in front of the calorimeter, e.g.
beampipee or CTD inner wall.
Thee effects can cause an additional contribution to 6^ of the order of 1 GeV
whichh becomes significant for small values of j/trueAA method was developed to remove backsplash using a Monte Carlo sample
off NC DIS events with Q2 > 400 GeV. Islands were identified and removed as
backsplashh islands if they satisfy
EEisisii < 3 GeV

AND <9isi > 7 m a x ,

wheree E-ia\ is the energy of the island and 6iS\ is the polar angle. The threshold
polarr angle, 7maX) depends on Th as follows:
7 m a xx

ff 1.372-Th+ 0.151,
Th < 1.95,
\ 0.259 • (Th - 1.95) + 2.826, % > 1-95.

Thesee functions were determined using high Q2 events of two Monte Carlo
samples,, one with and one without backsplash events. For each Th value a Tmax
thresholdd was determined at which the backsplash is removed such that no more
thann 1% of islands in the event sample without backsplash events is excluded.
Subsequentlyy two linear functions were fitted to determine the Tmax dependence
onn Th- A detailed description of the fit procedure can be found elsewhere [68].
Too reconstruct Th * n e values for Tmax were determined iteratively, starting
fromm Th as given by all islands and using the resulting Th after applying the
cutt as input for the next iteration until the relative difference in Th between
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twoo iterations was less than 1%. A schematic view of the ZEUS detector and
thee effect on % of the removal of backsplash is shown in Fig. 4.5. Figures 4.6
andd 4.7 show the effect of the backsplash removal on the bias and resolution
off the kinematic variables reconstructed with the Jacquet-Blondel method. A
largee improvement of the bias in y at low-ytrue is clearly observed in Fig. 4.7(a).
Energyy Corrections

Besidess the backsplash correction, also energy corrections were applied for the
followingg effects [68]:
•• energy loss in inactive material between the interaction vertex and the
surfacee of the detector;
•• overestimate of the energy of hadrons at low energy;
•• energy loss for particles entering the (super)crack regions between the
F/BCALL and B/RCAL.
Correctionss for the first two effects were derived from MC simulation, by comparingg the reconstructed island energy, E[s\, with the true island energy, Et™e.
AA distinction was made between electromagnetic islands, /EMC — ^ i M C / ^ i s i —
1,, and hadronic islands, /EMC < 1. A correction function for the energy loss
inn inactive material was obtained by a fit of the ratio E^/E^™ for electromagneticc islands at all energies and hadronic islands at Et™e > 7GeV as a
functionn of the radiation length, XQ, of the material in front of the CAL. For
loww energy hadrons the energy loss by ionisation (before initiating a shower)
cannott be neglected [69]. This effect resulted in the need for an extra energy
correctionn for hadronic islands with energy below 7GeV. The correction was
obtainedd by a comparison of the energy of the islands corrected for energy loss
inn the inactive material with ü^™6 in different bins of /EMCThee first two corrections were determined with the exclusion of the super
crackk regions in the CAL, since the simulation of the energy losses in those
regionss is not in good agreement with the data. Hence, the energy correction for
lossess in the crack region was determined for data and MC separately without
thee use of true information provided by the MC simulation. The correction for
losss in super cracks was derived using the ratio of the measured energy of the
hadronicc system and the energy calculated using the Double Angle method,
Fh/FüA,, as a function of the hadronic angle, 7h, in NC events. The measured
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FigureFigure 4-6- The performance of the hadronic reconstruction method (solid
lines),lines), compared to the hadronic reconstruction
method with only the backsplash,plash, bsp, corrections (dashed dotted lines) and to the hadronic
reconstruction
withoutwithout backsplash or energy corrections (dashed lines), (a) The bias in the reconstructionconstruction ofQjB; (b) the resolution ofQ"jB; (c) the bias in the reconstruction
ofof X J B / (d) the resolution of XJB-

energyy of the hadronic system, F^, was obtained from Equation (4.7) and F D A
from m
FDA A

-fT.DA A

sinTh h

V ^ A ( 11

-

2/DA)

(4.15) )

sin7h h
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reconstructionreconstruction of J/JB; (b) the resolution of yjBwheree FDA was used as the "true" energy of the hadronic system and J/DA and
are
<5DAA
the double angle variables
sin# e (ll — cos7h)
sinn 7h + sin 6e - sin(7 h + 0e)
sin7h(ll + cos# e )
QIAQIA = 4£e2
sin7hh + sin 9e — sin(7h + 6e
2/DAA =

(4.16) )
(4.17) )

Goodd agreement was observed between the true F^ from MC simulation and
-FDAA [70]. Corrections were obtained for the super crack regions F/BCAL and
B/RCALL separately as a function of j ^ .
Figuress 4.6 and 4.7 show the effect of the energy corrections on the relative
resolutionn and bias of the kinematic variables reconstructed with the JacquetBlondell method. The bias is the mean of a Gaussian distribution fitted to the
distributionn of, e.g. Q2
AQ' AQ'
Q e
QjB Q true
__
(4-18) )
^ t r u ee

Vtrue

inn different bins of Q2Tue. The resolution is the standard deviation of the fittedd Gaussian distribution. Large improvements in the bias of the kinematic
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variabless are observed for all kinematic variables.

4.4.. Interaction Vertex Measurement
Thee beams provided by HERA consisted of bunches of protons and electrons
crossingg every 96 ns. The length of the proton bunches is about 15-20 cm
inn Z; therefore not every interaction between a proton and an electron takes
placee at the same place in Z. For electron-proton collisions with a proton
att the beginning of the proton bunch, the interaction vertex has a positive
ZZ coordinate. For interactions with a proton at the end of the bunch the Z
coordinatee of the vertex is negative. In order to reconstruct the kinematic
variabless accurately it is important to measure the vertex position precisely.
Thee primary subdetector of ZEUS for measuring the vertex position is the
CTD.. The vertex position from the CTD is obtained by a fit to the reconstructed
tracks.. The vertex fit provides both a primary vertex (interaction vertex) and
secondaryy vertices. The primary vertex is obtained from a fit with a constraint
onn "the diffuse pseudo-proton": the beam spot with beam spread errors. A
detailedd description of the fit can be found in [71]. The Z position of the
interactionn vertex can be reconstructed with a resolution of about 1 cm in CC
events.. (For NC events the presence of a high Pr scattered electron track
improvess the resolution of the Z position of the interaction vertex to about
0.44 cm.) The resolution of the X and Y position of the vertex is about 0.1 cm.
Thee transverse sizes of the beams are smaller than the CTD vertex resolution
inn X and Y. Furthermore, the average transverse displacement of the vertex,
ass measured by the CTD, from its nominal position was also smaller than the
resolution.. Hence, the X- and F-vertex positions were set to zero, their nominal
position. .
Thee distribution of the Z position of the vertex changes with time, due to
changingg beam conditions. For the acceptance calculation used in this analysis,
thee underlying Z-vertex distribution in the MC simulation must be the same
ass that in the data. (A Z-vertex distribution in the MC simulation which is
nott the same as that in the data can cause large migration effects in the (x,
QQ22)) phase space.) The underlying Z-vertex distribution which was used in the
MCC simulation was determined from event samples with an unbiased vertex
distributionn [72]. These samples corresponded to the selected run periods of
thee data.
Thee probability to find a vertex in an event depends on the number of charged
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FigureFigure 4-8. The CTD and FCAL-timing vertex reconstruction as a function of
7 00 for e+p charged current Monte Carlo: (a) the CTD vertex finding efficiency,
&CTD,&CTD, (b) the difference between the Z-vertex position measured with the CTD
andand the true Z-vertex position, Z$£
— Z^e,
(c) the difference between the
Z-vertexZ-vertex position measured with the FCAL-timing
information and the true
vertexvertex position, Z™AL - Z^f,
and (d) the RMS of Z$£D - Z*™e, solid points,
andand of Z^ t x A L — ^vtx 6 ' open points.

particless in the acceptance region of the C T D . An observable highly correlated
withh the number of particles in an angular region of the detector is the angle
off the hadronic system, 7^. Figure 4.8(a) shows the vertex finding efficiency
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4.4.4.4. Interaction Vertex Measurement
forr e+p CC MC as a function of 7 0 , the angle of the hadronic system measured
withh respect to the nominal interaction point. For 70 > 0.4 rad (high-70) the
vertexx finding efficiency is about 100%, whereas for 7 0 < 0.4 rad (low-70) the
efficiencyy falls rapidly to zero. Figure 4.8(b) shows the difference between the
vertexx measured with the CTD and the true vertex from the MC as a function of
7o.. For events with 7 0 < 0.4 rad the Z-vertex position measured with the CTD
iss biased towards the forward direction and the spread becomes large. These
eventss occupy the high-x region in the (x, Q2) phase space. Instead of using
thee CTD to measure the vertex of these events the FCAL-timing information
wass used.
Thee calorimeter measures the arrival time of the particles entering it. Hence
thee FCAL can be used to measure the Z-position of the vertex for events with
aa low number of particles in the CTD (events with low-70).
Thee time of an ep interaction, tvt x , can be determined from
*vtxx = ~ ( ^ i n t — Zvtx) + ti n t,
CC

(4-19)

wheree c is the speed of light and Zi nt and ti nt are the nominal Z-vertex position
andd the nominal interaction time. The Zj nt and tint are obtained by the informationn from the C5 detector (see Sect. 2.3.4). The nominal vertex position is the
pointt where the electron bunch crosses the middle of the proton bunch. Note
thatt the nominal vertex position does not have to be the same point as the
nominall interaction point, which is defined as the centre of the ZEUS detector.
Thee time measured by an FCAL cell of a particle entering the cell with the
speedd of light from the interaction vertex should be equal to
tcelltcell = tytx. + C-Dvtx - c A i o m ,

(4.20)

wheree .Dvtx is the distance between the cell position and the interaction vertex
position,, (0,0, Zytx), and Dn0m is the distance between the cell position and
thee nominal interaction point, (0,0,0). The time measured by cells in the
calorimeterr is shifted by the time of flight from the nominal interaction point,
thee last term in (4.20). The Z-vertex position measured by a cell, Z^JJ, c a n
thenn be obtained by combining (4.11) and (4.20). The FCAL-timing Z-vertex
position,, Z£-xAL> of an event can now be determined from the weighted sum

E

Z - TT =

ll ycell

*' i

,

(4-21)
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wheree i runs over all FCAL cells with an imbalance less than 0.5 and energies
largerr than 0.5 GeV for EMC cells and larger than 1.0 GeV for HAC cells; a{
denotess the timing resolution (see (4.12)) of the z-th cell.
Thee FCAL-timing vertex was calibrated with a sample of neutral current DIS
eventss [73]. The calibration was obtained on a run by run basis by comparing
thee FCAL-timing vertex with the CTD vertex, reconstructed using the high Pp
scatteredd electron track. The resolution of the FCAL-timing vertex improves
withh increasing energy in the FCAL. For events with an energy deposit in the
FCALL larger than 10 GeV the resolution of the FCAL-timing Z-vertex position
iss about 9 cm and improves to 7 cm for events with energy deposits larger than
1000 GeV. The CAL timing in the MC simulation is not very well simulated.
Hence,, the vertex reconstruction method using the FCAL-timing described here
iss not applicable to the MC simulation. Therefore, using NC DIS data, the
FCAL-timingg vertex resolution was parameterised as function of the number of
cellss which were used in the vertex reconstruction. The FCAL-timing vertex in
thee MC was simulated by smearing the generated MC vertex with this function.
Figuree 4.8(c) shows the difference between the vertex measured with the
FCALL and the true vertex from the MC as function of 7 0 . No bias in the Zvertexx position is observed for 70 < 0.4 rad, and the spread on the FCAL-timing
vertexx position becomes better than the spread on the CTD vertex position
(seee Fig. 4.8(d)) for small 7 0 values. Hence, for events with low-70 the Z-vertex
positionn is reconstructed using the FCAL-timing and for events with high-70 the
Z-vertexx position is reconstructed using the reconstructed tracks in the CTD.

4.5.. Summary
Inn this chapter the reconstruction of the event and the kinematic variables
wass discussed. An overview was given of the various kinematic reconstruction
methodss applicable for ep interactions with the ZEUS detector together with
aa discussion of the intrinsic resolution the Jacquet-Blondel method. This was
followedd by a discussion on the measurement of the kinematic variables of the
hadronicc system in the final state using the measured energy deposits in the
CALL and it was shown how the noise from the CAL was suppressed. The cell
clusteringg algorithm was discussed followed by a description of corrections on
thee measured energy for various effects. In the last part of this chapter it was
discussedd how the vertex position was determined from reconstructed tracks
andd the calorimeter timing information.
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4.5.4.5. Summary

Inn the next chapter the selection of charged current deep inelastic scattering
eventss used for the measurements of the cross sections will be discussed.
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